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Abstra t

In this paper, we introdu e TransformationBased Regression (TBR), a novel rule-based,
symboli regression te hnique based on
Transformation-Based Learning (TBL). Although Transformation-Based Learning has
been introdu ed already a ouple of years
ago, it has not yet been onsidered for
regression-type tasks. The proposed method
should be parti ularly useful for learning
from examples with a given neighborhood relation, where the dependent variable of one
example also depends on neighboring examples. Thus, the method should have a potential for learning from sequen e and spatial
data. In the paper, we demonstrate the apabilities and limitations of the approa h in
two highly omplex real-world domains, musi ology and spee h synthesis.
1. Introdu tion

This paper introdu es a new te hnique for rule-based,
symboli regression that is based on TransformationBased Learning (TBL) (Brill 1995). TransformationBased Learning has been devised for lassi ation-type
tasks su h as part-of-spee h tagging or spelling orre tion in natural language pro essing (Mangu & Brill
1997). Surprisingly, sin e the invention of TBL, no
one has onsidered the potential of this te hnique for
regression problems yet (Brill 2002).
Transformation-based learning is parti ularly appealing in domains with neighborhood relations between

examples, where the dependent variable of one example may depend on the one of neighboring examples.
So, it should in general be interesting for learning from
sequen e or spatial data.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion,
we will brie y review Transformation-Based Learning.
Se tion 3 will introdu e Transformation-Based Regression (TBR), a novel regression te hnique based on
TBL. Subsequently, we will present experiments with
two omplex real-world datasets, where the apabilities and limitations of the TBR algorithm are demonstrated. The nal se tion of this paper tou hes upon
related work and on ludes.
2. Transformation-Based Learning

Transformation-Based Learning (TBL) is a te hnique
originating from the eld of Natural Language Proessing. TBL has been shown to work su essfully in
wide range of appli ations, su h as part-of-spee h tagging and spelling orre tion (Brill 1995; Mangu & Brill
1997).
Essential to transformation-based learning is that predi tions are not performed in a single pass, but in several passes. The algorithm starts o with assigning
baseline predi tions to all examples in the training set.
In ea h subsequent iteration of the algorithm, the urrent predi tions are transformed. In other words, the
algorithm attempts to improve the predi tions based
on the urrent predi tions. The power of the learned
transformation lists stems from intermediate results,
whi h are re e ted in the urrent label of an example
and available to be used for the predi tion of other
examples.

Transformation-Based Learning di ers from onventional symboli Ma hine Learning te hniques in several respe ts:






First of all, TBL performs multiple passes of predi tions, and not \one-shot" learning. In onventional symboli Ma hine Learning, exa tly one
predi tion is made on e for ea h example, and this
predi tion is not further re ned.
Se ondly, TBL makes use of intermediate predi tion results. Intermediate results are stored and
an be used subsequently.
Thirdly, TBL starts o with some plausible initial
baseline predi tion and then re nes it. The ni e
thing about this approa h is that one an input
\edu ated guesses" regarding the lass or number
to be predi ted (or even take the predi tion from
some other system), and then attempt to get rid
of parti ularly hard ases (by transforming them
loser to the orre t output). If the input from
another system is used, one an nd out where
the majority of its errors is made. Many other
interesting things may be envisaged: for instan e,
attempt to learn the di eren e between two sets
of lassi ations or numbers.

Table 1 shows the pseudo- ode of TBL. The input to
the algorithm is the training set E xamples. In the
rst step, the algorithm assigns a baseline predi tion
to ea h example in the training set. For lassi ation, this ould be, e.g., the majority lass, the majority lass of some subgroup of examples, or some more
sophisti ated hoi e. Subsequently, the algorithm sequentially onstru ts a transformation list Rules onsisting of transformation rules. A transformation rule
is a rule with onditions on the examples in the lefthand side and a transformation of the lass label in
the right-hand side (see below). In ea h iteration,
F indBestRule sear hes for the rule that transforms
the urrent predi tion of the overed examples losest
to the a tual values a ording to some s oring fun tion. The best transformation rule BestRule is then
appended to the transformation list. Finally, the training examples are transformed a ording to BestRule.
In this step, the urrent predi tion of ea h example
overed by the left-hand side of the transformation rule
is updated using the transformation in the right-hand
side. This pro ess ontinues until no rule an be found
or no improvement an be a hieved a ording to the
s oring fun tion.

Table 1.

Pseudo- ode of transformation-based learning

TransformationBasedLearning(E xamples)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

for ea h example ei

2

E xamples

do assign baseline predi tion to ei
Rules

[℄

while true
do
BestRule

if

then return Rules
else

(

)

F indBestRule E xamples

(BestRule = none) _
Rules

no improvement

(

append BestRule;

)

Rules
E xamples

(

apply BestRule;

)

E xamples

3. Transformation-Based Regression

In the area of natural language pro essing,
transformation-based learning has predominantly been
used for lassi ation-type learning, mainly in the ontext of part-of-spee h tagging. Here, we adapt the
general TBL framework and present a new regression
rule learning algorithm based on ontinuous transformations. We all it Transformation-Based Regression
(TBR).
In the following, we will explain the basi on epts involved, des ribe an algorithm for learning regression
rules in this setting, and omment brie y on the expressiveness of the orresponding lass of models.
3.1 Basi

Con epts

In the following, an example ei is a pair (xi ; yi ), where
xi is a ve tor of attribute values, and yi is the numeri al value to be predi ted. Sin e we transform the
urrent predi tion from iteration to iteration, we need
a notation for the predi tion of example ei in iteration
t.
In the following, yi (t) denotes the predi tion for
example ei in iteration t. The next transformation of
value yi (t) is obviously denoted yi (t + 1).
The representation of transformation rules for regression looks as follows:
if

(ei ) then yi (t + 1)

a

+ b  yi (t)

(1)

In the left-hand side (LHS) of these rules (also alled
the rule bodies in the following), (ei ) denotes some
onditions on the examples ei , and in the right-hand
side (RHS, also alled head in the following), the new
predi tion for example ei , yi (t + 1) is de ned as a linear transformation of the urrent predi tion for the
example, yi (t). For all examples ei overed by (ei ),

y

y

y

(a)

y

(a’)

(a)

(b’)
(b)

(b)

y(t)

Example of e e t of transformation: two erroneous points are swapped

Figure 1.

the urrent predi tion at step t is transformed linearly
into the new predi tion at step t + 1, yi (t + 1).
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the e e t of
transformation-based regression. In the toy example in
Figure 1, points (a) and (b) are overed by the onditions on the left-hand side, and mapped to the orre t
values of y by the linear transformation. The other
example in Figure 2 shows how points near a steeply
as ending line are pi ked by some rule and mapped to
the diagonal, that is, the orre t value for y . 2
Example:

Parameters a and b obviously should be hosen su h
that the resulting error after the transformation is
minimized. If the hosen error fun tion is the mean
squared error, then we would like to nd parameters
a and b that minimize

X(
n

yi

(a + b  yi (t)))2

y(t)

y(t+1)

(2)

i=1

where index i runs over the examples overed by the
rule body. That is, the task is simply to perform linear
regression of the target value y on y (t). Sin e y (t) takes
the role of x in linear regression, parameter b is simply
the ovarian e sy(t)y divided by s2y(t) , the varian e of
y (t). The optimal value for a an be found analogously.
The onditions in the body may ontain tests on attributes of the example itself, and even the urrent predi tion of the example. Sin e we aim at appli ations
where ea h example has a de ned set of neighboring
examples (su h as in spatial or sequen e data), the
onditions may also refer to the neighbors' attributes
or even their urrent predi tions. Sin e we only deal
with sequen e data in this paper, we just have to dene su :xj as the attribute xj of the su essor example, and pred:xj as the attribute of the prede essor
example. This s hema an easily be extended to arbitrary neighborhood relations. If we want to refer to
a neighbor's urrent predi tion, we have to use tests

y(t+1)

Example of e e t of transformation: points near
a steeply as ending line are transformed towards the ( orre t) diagonal
Figure 2.

on su :yi (t) and pred:yi (t). In the se tion on experimental results, we investigate whether the use of yi (t),
su
:y (i) or pred:y (i) in the LHS of transformation
rules improves the performan e of the learner. Please
note that even if the urrent predi tion is not used in
the LHS, it is always used in the linear transformation
in the RHS. The \spe ialty" of Transformation-Based
Learning is that the urrent predi tion is transformed
into a new predi tion in the RHS of the rules.
3.2 Algorithm

The top-level algorithm of TBR di ers from the general one in Table 1 in minor details. A tually, the only
hanges on ern the stopping riterion and some additional e ort for sele ting the \right" transformation
list based on some validation set.
Sin e we are using TBL for predi tive purposes, and
not, for instan e, part-of-spee h tagging, we need a
way to de ide when further transformations a tually
harm the generalization performan e of the learner.
Our approa h to this problem is rather straightforward: We use one third of the training examples
for validating the results and two thirds for learning.
The algorithm adds transformation rules to the transformation list for a prede ned number of iterations.
While the transformation list is built, we re ord the
mean squared error on the validation set. After the
onstru tion of the full transformation list, we hoose
a part of it (a tually, the rst m rules) based on the
error on the validation set. Here, we have two options:
either we hoose the transformation list with the minimum error on the validation set, or the smallest one
within one standard error of the best rule on the validation set.
The algorithm for nding the best transformation rule
is des ribed in Table 2. The algorithm starts with

Pseudo- ode of greedy sear h for best transformation rule in transformation-based regression
Table 2.

FindBestRule(E xamples)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0

BestRule

if true then

(

BestE rror

0 + 1  yi (t)

0

)

RM S E BestRule; E xamples

while true
do

(Rule; E rror)

(

F indBestRef inement BestRule;

if E rror



)

E xamples
BestE rror

then
BestRule

Rule

BestE rror

else

E rror

return BestRule

Pseudo- ode of nding the best re ned rule, given
some rule, in transformation-based regression

Table 3.

FindBestRefinement (Rule; E xamples)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

LH S

LH S of Rule

+inf

BestE rror

for C ond

2

P ossibleC onditions

do N ewLH S

(

)

Ref ine LH S; C ond

C overedE xamples

(

)

C overed N ewLH S; E xamples
C al ulate optimal

a and b

f or C overedE xamples
N ewRule
N ewE rror

(
(

a b)

)

RM S E N ewRule; E xamples

if N ewE rror < BestE rror

BestE rror

return

N ewRule
N ewE rror

(BestRule; BestE rror)

the trivial transformation rule (the one that does not
hange anything), and ontinually re nes it by greedy
sear h. As su h, the algorithm is reminis ent of rule
building algorithms in regular lassi ation rule learning. One detail deserves spe ial attention: The algorithm stops growing a rule as soon as the error would
in rease after the re nement of the LHS. The evaluation fun tion is 1=N (yi (t + 1) yi )2 , the mean
squared error of all examples after the transformation.
The evaluation of the rule (list) before the re nement
is obviously 1=N (yi (t) yi )2 . If we want to know
whether a re nement pays or not, we just have to onsider those examples that are overed by the rule so far.
The hosen stopping riterion makes sense for transformation rules, be ause the error on the training set
an in rease after re ning a rule.

P

P

Performing linear regression for all four points (before
the re nement) gives a sum of the squared error of
only approximately 3; 942. Thus, the re nement does
not pay and we hoose to stop at this point of the rule
growing pro ess. 2
The pseudo- ode for the re nement of a given rule is
shown in Table 3. The algorithm simply takes all possible re nements of the rule (in other words, the additional onditions for the LHS), and then determines
the optimal parameters a and b for the overed examples. From all andidate re nements, we hoose
the one with the minimum error on all examples (see
above).
3.3 Expressiveness

N ewRule N ewLH S; ;

then BestRule

: As an illustration of this, let us onsider
that the LHS of a rule at one point overs the four
examples e1 , e2 , e3 and e4 . The best re nement of the
rule only overs examples e1 and e2 . The pairs (y (t); y )
of these examples are as follows: e1 = (3; 6); e2 =
(9; 12); e3 = (10; 110); e4 = (15; 115). In the example, the instan es with the biggest dis repan y between the urrent predi tion and the a tual value are
not transformed after the re nement. In ontrast, the
two remaining examples overed by the rule after the
re nement an be \perfe tly" transformed (i.e, without error).1 Thus, the sum of the squared error is
1002 + 1002 + 02 + 02 = 20; 000.

Example

It is easy to see that TBR rules an in prin iple represent the same fun tions as regression trees. (This an
be onstru ted in the same way as for the lassi ation variant of transformation-based learning, where
all de ision trees an in theory be emulated by transformation rules (Brill 1995).) To do this, one has to set
value b to zero (that is, the urrent predi tion does not
matter), and hoose the value of a in the head appropriately. For ea h split, we obtain two transformation
rules of this kind.
4. Experimental Results

The TBR algorithm was experimentally tested on two
large, real-world datasets representing sequential phenomena. In the experiments, we ompared it with simple linear regression as implemented in WEKA (Witten & Frank 1999) (as a ben hmark) and CUBIST
(RuleQuest Resear h 2002) (as a state-of-the-art regression rule learner). In addition, a omparison to
these regression methods was performed on a number
of standard regression datasets.
1
Two points an always be perfe tly transformed using
linear regression (see also the example above).

Performan e: Predi ting

mean absolute error

a Con ert Pianist

The data sets used in the following experiments are
based on performan es of 13 omplete piano sonatas
by W.A. Mozart (K.279{284, 330{333, 457, 475, and
533) by a Viennese on ert pianist. The pie es were
played on a Bosendorfer SE290 omputer-monitored
on ert grand piano, whi h measures every key and
pedal movement with utmost pre ision. From these
re ordings, the `melodies' (mostly the soprano parts)
were extra ted, whi h gives an e e tive training set
of 46,378 notes. Ea h note is des ribed by a number
of attributes that represent both intrinsi properties
(su h as s ale degree, duration, metri al position) and
some aspe ts of the lo al ontext (e.g., melodi properties like the size and dire tion of the intervals between
the note and its prede essor and su essor notes). The
total number of attributes per note is 20.
There are three numeri target attributes, orresponding to three di erent dimensions of expressive variation: timing (the a tual time between onsets of su essively played notes, versus the time pres ribed by the
s ore and the urrent tempo), dynami s (the relative
loudness of individual notes), and arti ulation (the a tual sounding duration of a played note, i.e., whether
it is held for the entire time interval dedi ated to it
(legato) or shortened and followed by a period of silen e (sta ato)). Thus, we have 3 learning problems.
As the examples are based on melodies, they naturally form a sequen e where it makes sense to speak of
su essors and prede essors. Moreover, it is intuitively
lear that there should be dependen ies between neighboring examples: for instan e, the loudness with whi h
a parti ular note is going to be played should depend
on musi al properties of the note and its neighbors as
well as on the loudness of these neighbors.
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Can an `artisti ' behavior like this be predi ted at all?
Re ent studies show that it an, to a surprising extent.
This raises a number of interesting questions, whi h
are beyond the s ope of this paper. Here, we simply
use expressive performan e as a sour e of test data.

0,118

error

The data used in the rst study stems from a large resear h proje t that studies the fundamentals of expressive musi performan e (Widmer 2001). Expressive
performan e is the art of shaping a pie e of musi , by
ontinuously varying parameters like tempo, loudness,
et . while playing a pie e (beyond what is pres ribed
in the written musi s ore). Expressive performan e
is what makes musi sound musi al, and what makes
ertain musi ians famous.

0,12

3

4.1 Expressive Musi

rules

Figure 3.

Dynami s: Mean Absolute Error

4.1.1 Results

Due to the size of the datasets (46,378 examples), a
one-time evaluation on a randomly generated training
(approx. 2/3) and testing set (1/3) was onsidered
suÆ ient.2 The training set was further divided into
a learning (2/3) and a validation set (1/3), where the
validation set was used by TBR to pi k the `right'
transformation list (see above).
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the mean absolute
error on the test set for the target variable dynami s over the appli ation of rules in a transformation
list. TBR was made to learn a xed number (50) of
rules, in order to see how the error evolves over a xed
range of umulatively applied rules. From all possible transformation lists, TBR sele ts either the one
with the minimum error on the validation set, or, alternatively, the smallest within one standard error of
the best transformation list. Four variants of TBR
with di erent apabilities are ompared: TBR-a has
a ess both to (the attribute values of) an example's
neighbors (su :xj , pred:xj ) and the urrently predi ted values yi (t), pred:yi (t), and su :yi (t). TBR-b
has a ess to the neighbors, but none of the urrent
predi tions yi (t), TBR- an look at yi (t), but not the
neighbors, and TBR-d has neither.
The plot shows the expe ted shape of learning urves,
with the error starting to rise again in some ases as
too many rules are used | the usual over tting s enario. Among the four TBR variants, the two that
have a ess to an example's neighbors (TBR-a/b) are
2
The splitting of the datasets was done randomly on a
pie e-by-pie e basis. That is, entire sonata se tions were
assigned in their entirety to either the training or the test
set. Thus, the su essor relation between onse utive notes
was preserved. The analogous pro edure was followed for
senten es in the spee h domain (see below).

Table 4.

Experimental results in musi al domain.
orrel.

MAE

TBR-a
TBR-b
TBRTBR-d
CUBIST-b
CUBIST-d
Lin.Reg.-b
Lin.Reg.-d

.38
.22
.28
.29
.34
.28
.31
.27

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

TBR-a
TBR-b
TBRTBR-d
CUBIST-b
CUBIST-d
Lin.Reg.-b
Lin.Reg.-d

.30
.31
.26
.25
.33
.32
.31
.27

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

TBR-a
TBR-b
TBRTBR-d
CUBIST-b
CUBIST-d
Lin.Reg.-b
Lin.Reg.-d

.02
.02
.01
.02
.03
.03
.03
.03

rel.AE

timing

0.94
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.94
0.96
0.98
0.96

dynami s

0.95
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96

arti ulation

0.32
0.32
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.31
0.31
0.32

0.81
0.82
0.83
0.82
0.77
0.79
0.80
0.81

# rules
33
2
7
40
51
44
22
15
11
8
54
48
11
9
11
14
47
49
-

usually better than those that do not. Surprisingly,
also having a ess to the urrent predi tions of the
target values (yi (t)) does not ne essarily help. The
plots for other error measures and domains look quite
similar.
Table 4 gives the orrelation oeÆ ient, mean absolute
error, and relative absolute error3 for TBR, CUBIST
and linear regression over all three target variables.
TBR used the validation set to de ide when to stop
learning rules, a ording to the heuristi proposed in
(Breiman et al. 1984) (i.e., TBR hooses the smallest rule list within one standard error of the best one
on the validation set). In the table, CUBIST-b refers
to CUBIST with a ess to the example's attributes
as well as the neighbors' attributes. So, in prin iple,
the same onditions may o ur in the bodies of TBR-b
and CUBIST-b rules. CUBIST-d is CUBIST with only
the example's own attributes available. Note that to
be perfe tly fair to CUBIST, whi h does not require a
validation set, it was given the full training set (learning + validation) for learning, so it had more examples
to learn from than TBR. We also in luded the gures
for linear regression with both sets of features (denoted
as Lin.Reg.-b and Lin.Reg.-d).
A statisti al evaluation of the results in Table 4 (a 3

These are also the measures that CUBIST reports.

ording to a paired t-test and a sign test { both on
the basis of individual predi tions) shows that TBRa performs equally to CUBIST-b for timing (with a
better orrelation oeÆ ient), but worse for dynami s
and arti ulation. (In the spee h domain presented below, TBR signi antly outperforms linear regression
and CUBIST.) Comparing TBR with our ben hmark
of linear regression, signi ant di eren es an be found
in favor of TBR for timing and dynami s, but against
TBR for arti ulation.
Having a ess to an example's neighbors leads to improved results in this sequential domain: TBR-a/b
tend to produ e better results than TBR- /d. With
the stopping riterion used in this experiment, TBR-a
improves over TBR-b in one domain (timing) and is
pra ti ally indistinguishable in the other two.
As the quantitative results indi ate, having a ess to
the urrently predi ted target values (yi (t), pred:yi (t),
su
:yi (t)) does not ne essarily improve predi tion a ura y. But it may improve other qualities. Looking
at the learned musi al rules that do expli itly refer
to their neighbor's expression values, we observe some
musi ally sensible uses of this devi e. For instan e,
in the dynami s (loudness) domain, we nd rules that
raise a note's loudness value if both the note's prede essor and su essor already have a high predi ted
loudness. That presumably improves the smoothness
of the dynami s ontour. This kind of e e t would
be very diÆ ult, if not impossible, to a hieve in other
learning s hemes.
4.2 Improving Naturalness of Syntheti
Spee h: Predi ting Durations of Sounds

The spee h related data used in this study was olle ted within a proje t that is on erned with the
modeling of the durational variation of spoken sounds
(Neubarth et al. 2000). From a pra ti al point of view
this work is motivated by the fa t that the `proper'
predi tion of durations is indispensable in order to improve the naturalness and thus a eptability of syntheti spee h. The duration of a given sound within a
language is in uen ed by a number of fa tors, e.g. its
`intrinsi ' length, the identity of neighboring sounds,
a entual status, position within a phrase et . Thus
the length of a single sound an well be varying in the
range between 40 to 220 ms.
The data for the experiment was extra ted from a orpus whi h omprises approximately 50,000 phones (2
hours of spee h) of read Standard Austrian German,
re orded by a single speaker. The spee h data was
semi-automati ally segmented into sounds and annotated with a number of linguisti attributes. As in the

Table 5.

Experimental results with spee h data.

TBR-a
TBR-b
TBRTBR-d
CUBIST-b
CUBIST-d
Lin.Reg.-b
Lin.Reg.-d

orrel.
.76
.79
.74
.72
.72
.74
.71
.69

MAE
15.89
15.09
16.79
17.12
16.50
16.08
17.07
17.61

rel.AE
0.64
0.61
0.68
0.69
0.66
0.65
0.69
0.71

# rules
103
150
180
84
57
60
-

musi al domain above, these data have a sequential interpretation, and it is also known that there are strong
in uen es of the neighboring sounds.
The feature set employed was taken from (Riedi 1998).
Ea h example is labeled with attributes that onvey
the following information: Segmental properties (e.g.
for onsonants: pla e and manner of arti ulation) of
the sound itself as well as for its two neighbors to the
left and right, positional information (e.g. its position within a syllable, the syllable's position within
a word), information on the size of embedding onstituents (e.g. number of syllables in the word) and its
a entuation level. The target attribute is simply the
sound's measured duration expressed in [ms℄.
Table 5 ompares the four TBR variants to CUBIST
and linear regression on this dataset. Here, TBRb takes the lead, followed by TBR-a, CUBIST-d,
and CUBIST-b. TBR-b is signi antly better than
CUBIST-b, indi ating that being able to transform
predi ted values an be a real advantage in this domain.
Again, somewhat surprisingly, being able to refer to
the urrently predi ted target values yi (t) in rule onditions an hurt as it an help: TBR-b performs better
than TBR-a, but TBR- performs better than TBR-d.
4.3 Evaluation on Standard Test Data

Just to he k whether TBR is broadly ompetitive with other standard regression methods, we
also tested it on a number of ben hmark databases
(whi h do not in lude meaningful neighbor relation that ould be exploited by TBR). We hose
the interse tion of the datasets from (Torgo 2000)
and (Indurkhya & Weiss 2001) in our experiments
(http://www.n .up.pt/ltorgo/Regression/Data
Sets.html). The results are summarized in Table 6.
5. Con lusion

This paper has introdu ed Transformation-based
Learning (TBL) as a general learning te hnique, and

has presented a new algorithm alled Transformationbased Regression (TBR) for learning regression rules
in this paradigm. Experiments with two large, omplex data sets have shown that TBR seems ompetitive
with the state-of-the-art regression rule algorithm CUBIST. The results show learly that the ability to look
at an example's neighbors, as implemented in TBR,
leads to improved results. Also, in a number of ases,
although not always, the transformation approa h itself pays in terms of numeri al error measures, as an
be seen by the omparison with CUBIST.
The transformation approa h has other potential advantages. As it starts from a given baseline, whi h it
tries to improve step by step, we an input edu ated
guesses as baseline (or even take predi tions from some
other system as starting point), and then use TBR
to re ne these predi tions or x errors in these. One
might also try to use TBR to model the di eren e between one set of predi tions and another, by using the
former as the starting set of baseline predi tions, and
the latter as the target values.
Transformation-based regression is related to a large
number of Ma hine Learning te hniques. First of all,
it is related to re ent regression methods in Ma hine
Learning (Torgo 2000), in parti ular to other rulebased regression learners (Karali & Bratko 1997; Indurkhya & Weiss 2001). Furthermore, it is related to
(Breiman 2001), where the outputs are also re oded
in iterations, but in the ontext of bagging, in order
to debias regression models. It would be interesting
to analyze TBR in terms of bias and varian e. (Blo keel & Dehaspe 2000) seem to have anti ipated the
idea of transformations used for regression, but did
not exploit the idea of iterated, linear transformations.
Finally, we believe there exists a onne tion between
the presented resear h and meta-learning or ensemble learning s hemes, espe ially methods like Sta king
(Wolpert 1992) or Cas ading (Gama 1998), where the
predi tions made by one lassi er are fed as new or
additional attributes into a meta-learner.
Transformation-based learning originated in the eld
of natural language pro essing. With this paper, we
hope to have brought this interesting approa h to the
attention of a wider ma hine learning audien e, and to
have en ouraged further resear h on this methodology.
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